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A word from the CEO

RSR is committed to
safer railways
I

n sitting down to write this note, I thought about the wellknown saying by Jean-Baptiste Alphonse Karr that goes
something like this, “The more things change the more
they stay the same’’.
At the beginning of 2018 and 2019, the railway
safety industry was hit by fatal railway occurrences
and now in 2020, we had yet another passenger die,
another seriously injured and over half a dozen with
minor injuries as a result of a rear-end train collision
between a freight train and a commuter train, in midFebruary.
Now, more than ever, we are acutely aware of the
challenges that face the industry. We believe that
by working closely with all the relevant stakeholders,
we can improve safety and mitigate the risk posed by
unsafe rail behaviour. We have no other choice but to
turn Karr’s notion on its head.
As the railway industry change,
we must be assiduous as the
Regulator and operators in
the railway environment to
ensure that commuters and
personnel on trains remain
safe while in our care.
We must ensure that the
highest levels of safety are
always upheld.
On the commuter and
general public’s role, the
RSR is developing a set
of safety educational
video clips as well as a TV
advert that will be flighted
on various platforms
to
escalate
safety
awareness focusing on
general commuter safety,
vandalism and theft, level
crossings, platform train
interface and train surfing.
Recently
Cabinet
gave its approval for the
Rail Saftey Bill to go to
Parliament. The Bill will be
considered by both Houses
of Parliament (National
Assembly
and
National
Council of Provinces) before
going to the President to be
signed into law). Once law, this
legislation will allow the RSR
to address regulatory and
capacity gaps and improve
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the regulation of railway safety through the
introduction of licensing of safety critical
grades, a new safety permit system and
extended inspectorate powers.
The RSR notes the appointment of
Bongisizwe Mpondo as the Administrator
for PRASA and we support the process of
PRASA’s growth to enable a safter railway
service.
We hope that all these initiatives both
from a commuter and operator’s point of
view will bolster the industry’s commitment
to ensure safer railways.
In this March edition of On Track News,
you can read about the RSR’s role in
promoting the harmonisation of railway
safety management throughout the SADC
region and also get to know one of our
RSR Principal Inspectors, Eric Nkwinika,
and hear more about his views on what is
required to make our railways safer.
We are excited to introduce you to our
brand-new feature “Made Easy” which will
demystify our railway regulatory tools to
enable stakeholders to better understand
their role in bolstering their operations.
In this edition, we feature the Risk
Management Maturity Model, better known
as RM3. Each future edition, of On Track
News, will zoom in on a regulatory tool.
Have a look at the calendar of events
for the next few months and make sure
to save the date for the Annual Railway
Safety Conference (ARSC) taking place
from 31 September to 2 October in the
Western Cape. This year’s conference is
themed: What is is the cost of rail safety?
ARSC is your opportunity to tune in to the
latest developments in the railway industry,
catch-up and network with other industry
leaders. The RSR will keep you posted on
how to book a seat as well as sponsoring
opportunities to enhance your brand, so
keep a close eye on our communique to
you in the next month.
Enjoy reading our new look OTN
and share your impressions with us via
comms@rsr.org.za.

Tshepo Kgare

Acting CEO - Railway Safety Regulator
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Stakeholder Relations

DoT hands over 360 bicycles
to learners from Delmas

													 Photo: RSR
Celine Morolong

S

wartklip Combined School was abuzz
with activity on 17 February as the
Department of Transport (DoT) handed
over brand new bicycles to well deserving
students from various schools in Delmas.
The initiative was part of the DoT’s Shova
Kalula programme which is aimed at
helping students with just some of the
transport challenges that they experience
while trying to get to school. The media,
corporate companies and political
dignitaries including Deputy Minister of
Transport, Dikeledi Magadzi, were treated
to music and dancing as the Delmas
community shared their appreciation for
the bicycles.
Katlego Mashaba (Gr 11) and Ayanda
Mtshweni (Gr 7) from Swartklip Combined
School beamed with pride as they shared
their visions for the future. Katlego shared
his dream of becoming a lawyer one day
while Ayanda reservedly expressed that

she wants to become a medical doctor
after completing high school. Both learners
stay in nearby Kgaphamadi settlement,
about five kilometres away from the
school and they do not qualify for scholar
transport. “Usually we have to walk across
the railway line to get to school on time

because there is no other way. I normally
leave home at about 6:45 and get to school
at about 7:45”, Katlego explained. “By the
time I arrive at school the first period is
well underway.” Ayanda added, “I’m really

excited about receiving a bike because it
will make life slightly easier for me.”
The DoT handed over a total number of
360 cycles which included 170 to Swartklip
Combined School, 29 to Sizofunda Primary
and 129 to Khangela Primary.
Speaking at the event, the Deputy
Minister of Transport, Dikeledi Magadzi
emphasized that learners often travel
long distances to get to school. “The
bicycles made available by the Shova
Kalula project are aimed at enabling
communities to access social and
economic opportunities in the long run but
also help school children to get to school
on time in the short term,” she said. Shova
Kalula also seeks to promote cycling as a
low-cost mobility solution to low-income
households, targeting mainly scholars,
rural women and farm workers.
The Railway Safety Regulator (RSR)
supported the Department of Transport’s
initiative through an exhibition focusing on
career opportunities in the railway industry.

Stakeholder Engagement
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Participation in the establishment of a
regional regulatory association

Matselanyane
Makwela,
Reginald
Ntshingila, Wanda Madumane, Joseph
Nethathe

I

n line with the Railway Safety
Regulator(RSR)’s mandate to promote
for the harmonisation of railway safety
management throughout the SADC
Region, the RSR remains a full member
and a participant in the Southern African
Railway Association(SARA) structures and
all related structures; including the SADC
Railway Sub-Committee forum (SCOM).
This membership contributes to the
enhancement of Safe railway operations
throughout the SADC Region, to help
facilitate safe interoperability and intra trade
across the borders, and to add value to
the promotion of the railways as the safest
mode of transportation within the SADC
region.
To date, the RSR in collaboration
with SARA and other regional railway
participants, facilitated the harmonisation

of 10 Railway Safety Management
Standards, that were first adopted as
SARA standards by the SARA Board. The
effective implementation and compliance to
these standards remains a challenge in the
region.
During the SADC Railway SCOM meeting
held in Harare, Zimbabwe, February 2019,
the RSR, as one of the leading Railway
Safety Regulators in the SADC Region,
together with Land Transport Regulatory
Authority and SARA Secretariat were

nominated to facilitate the establishment of
the Working Groups and commencement of
a roadmap to the formation of a Regional
Regulatory Association. This is further
in support of The Protocol on Transport,
Communications and Meteorology (PTCM)
which provides for the establishment of
regional railway regulatory associations, to
ensure, amongst others the facilitation of
information sharing and harmonization of
regional policies.

Safety awareness
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Predictive policing is the way to go
for the South African railway industry
Mabila Mathebula

I

n his State of the Nation Address
(SONA), the Honourable President Cyril
Ramaphosa announced to the nation
that plans were afoot to build a police
investigative university in Hammanskraal.
The university will enable the police
service to embrace the predictable
policing concept as its guiding star.
Imagine a situation where a person is
arrested before committing a crime?
Classical economists have always argued
that human behaviour is not always
predictable. Little did they realise that
science could be transformed to predict
human behaviour. Simply put, science
today is highly predictive; be it medical
science, economic or police science.
Predictive policing is no longer confined
to science and fiction thrillers, predictive
policing methods are being adopted
across the United States of America to
allow law enforcement to proactively
manage crime. Predictive policing is
defined as “the application of analytical
techniques, particularly quantitative
techniques, to identify promising targets
for police intervention and to prevent or
solve crime”.
We all have heard about cable theft
that disturbs the smooth running of
railway operations. This situation leads
to accidents, injuries and even deaths.
When the railway infrastructure is stolen or
vandalised the consequences are delays
and capacity where irate commuters take
their anger on railway property because
they face dismissal from their employers
for reporting late for duty. Simply put,
cable theft causes systems problems and
a double loop solution is required. Mangcu
argues that single loop solutions are the
equivalent of surface-level explanations,
while double-loop thinking goes to the
underlying solutions (2015).
Our current railway approach to crime

				
is indisputably single looped. Crime and
vandalism in the South Africa railway
industry could be aptly described as an
epidemic or a social problem. It is notable
that theft precedes vandalism because
criminals have been scripted to believe in
the following mental maxim: “If it cannot
be stolen, it has to be vandalised.” Crime
in this country does not discriminate
against people’s social level in society.
The crime wave is felt by the middle the
low and the high. Criminals and vandals
also threaten our national security. Since
medical science uses “prevention” as a
buzzword, crime in South African railways
should be prevented by applying scientific
methods.
It is cheering to note that one could study
crime by using the mathematical tools that
scientists use to study earthquakes. Dr Jeff
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Brantingham, professor of anthropology
at the University of California argues that
the perception that crime is random, is
inaccurate. “The truth is there’s actually
a lot of patterning and structure to crime.
Even though it seems like a random event
from the point of view of that one victim,
there is a lot of regularity to it” (2015).
Policing in South Africa is generally
regarded as a ‘soft profession’ and it a
profession that is being looked down
upon. This brings me to the quality of our
policing education by the new university.
It would take education to produce
prediction maps for each police officer to
tackle crime and vandalism in the railways.
I hope that the proposed investigative
university will not be churning out ‘half baked’ graduates who would be irrelevant
and inimical to the railway industry.

Profile
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Making rail safer for all
Zanele Nondzimba

T

he devastating train collision that
happened in Horizon View Station in
February was a painful reminder of the
importance of railway safety and obeying
the rules.
The trains in question were manually
authorised onto the section and the
speed data shows that the PRASA train
was travelling at 60 km/h at the time of
impact which exceeded the 30 km/h
speed restriction imposed on a line that
is operated under manual authorisation.
This occurrence not only left many
wondering why; but it has also shown
us the critical role that inspectors play
in ensuring that risks that come with
operating trains are controlled and
managed. On Track spoke to RSR
Principal Inspector, Eric Nkwinika who
hails from Chavani Village in Limpopo
province, about what goes into ensuring
a safe and efficient railway experience.
1.
Tell us a little bit about your
job as a principal inspector:
My job is all about safe railway
operations. We visit railway operators
to monitor and verify the implementation
of processes for safe railway operations.
We do this through audits, inspections
and investigations. Railway operations
require a safety management system to
ensure that risks that come with operating
trains are controlled and managed.
2.
In your opinion, what are the
most important safety measures for
any inspector/operator?
I always get challenged when I hear
of train collisions, level crossing collisions
or any of the other railways occurrences
during train operations. I believe that
it is indeed possible for all these many
railway occurrences to be prevented.
Railway operators must keep to their
scheduled maintenance programmes
for infrastructure and rolling stock. The
RSR enforces compliance in those

						 		
Photo: RSR
instances where operators fail. We need
5.
What are the greatest
technology to be introduced as a backup
challenges you’ve experienced as an
or fall-back control for those instances
operator/inspector?
where train drivers or train control offices
The deteriorating railway infrastructure
make errors during train operations.
and rolling stock. The vandalism of
Errors from train control officers and
infrastructure and rolling stock is killing
train drivers should not always lead to
the industry and contributes to unsafe
occurrences.
railway operations.
3.
What kind of experience
do you need to be a train operator/
inspector?
A railway safety inspector conducts
audits, inspections and investigations. An
Inspectors conducts interviews, inspects
the condition of railway infrastructure and
rolling stock and compiles reports. An
inspector requires knowledge of railway
standards and regulations. A background
or qualification in Civil Engineering or rail
is an added advantage.
4.
What do you love about your
job?
I love the fact that we contribute to
making train operations safer. This is very
challenging, especially when you still see
serious railway occurrences happening
in the industry.
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RM3 unpacked

RM3 Made Easy
Louisa Moloisane

T

he Railway Safety Regulator
commenced with the introduction of
the Risk Maturity Model ((RM3) during
2019, in an effort to contribute to improved
safe railway operations.
What is RM3?
• RM3 is an audit report model designed
to assess an organisation’s maturity
level towards the management of
safety risks and the implementation
of the applicable Safety Management
System.
• It helps to identify the areas where
risks are maturely managed, and areas
that require improvement. It further
provides a benchmark for year on year
comparison.
• It identifies the steps to evaluate an
operator’s progress through the five
levels of maturity, which are: ad-hoc,
managed, standardised, predictable
and excellence.
• It provides criteria for measuring
management capability against five
maturity levels across 26 criteria.
• It aims to promote and encourage
excellence
in
railway
safety
management.
• It
is
an
evidence-based
approach.
Why is the RSR considering the
introduction of RM3?
• To align South African railway
operations with the global railway
practices.
• To manage the current industry
challenges that are contributing to
recurring occurrences.
• To facilitate the regulatory transition
from a compliance monitoring approach
to a more risk-based approach.

								Photo: TFR
• To test the model within the South
African industry to identify areas of
improvement towards excellence.
• To lead the selection of the model for
the South African railways industry.
The anticipated benefits of using the
model are as follows.
• A consistent and transparent approach
to inspection.
• Operators are encouraged to work
towards excellence, rather than
stopping at legal compliance.
• It enables comparing of maturity over
time, by operators, or by topic areas.
• Operators can target specific areas for
improvement.
• It will assist the industry in reducing
railway occurrence.
Where to from now?
• The RSR conducted a benchmark
study during October 2019.
• It then commenced with the testing

of the model during November and
December 2019; with a focus on TFR
three regions, including Western Cape,
KwaZulu Natal and Gauteng.
• The report for the three TFR regions
are to be presented to TFR by March
2020.
• After which the inputs will be
incorporated in the model, and further
audits for PRASA and Bombela to
continue during 2020/2021.
New approach to take note of in the
RM3 model.
The RSR believes the introduction of RM
3 audit approach will yield more value and
effectiveness in the audits and inspections
conducted by the RSR.
We appeal to the railway industry to
cooperate with the RSR during the testing
phase of this model for the industry to
ensure maximum value from this model.

Stakeholder Engagement
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One of Rail’s industry leaders
takes a bow
Siphiwe Luthango

O

ne of RSR’s leading operator
stakeholders, Gautrain Management
Agency CEO, Jack van der Merwe,
retired at the end of February 2020. The
announcement was made by Gauteng
MEC of Public Transport & Roads
Infrastructure, Jacob Mamabolo. Jack led
the planning and rollout of the Gautrain
rapid rail project for two decades and will
be handing over the resigns to long-time
COO, William Dachs.
“Mr Van der Merwe has successfully led
Gautrain and the GMA from its inception,”
noted Mamabola.
“Gautrain has changed the landscape

of Gauteng and continues to make
a significant impact on the Gauteng
economy, its society and the mobility of its
people.”
Gautrain forms an integral part of our
economy and transport system and one
may ask why Jack van der Merwe would
be profiled in Ulolilwe.
Jack played a pivotal role in RSR’s
national events including the Annual
Railway Safety Conference and the State
of Safety Dialogues. Always eager to
share his knowledge, Jack not only fully
participated in our events either as a
speaker, delegate or panelist, he offered
invaluable rail related expertise.
His technical know how will leave a
void in our space. The RSR wishes him

well on his new adventure as he embarks
on the next chapter of his life.
Senior
Manager:
Stakeholder
Management, Keatlegile Godwill (KG)
Malete, recalls his engagement with Jack
over the past years. “Mr van der Merwe
is a giant in the rail industry who has
contributed significantly to the sector. He
is a man of extraordinary character; whose
virtues are rare to find in one person. We
hope that he will still be available to offer
us guidance as and when we turn to him
for counsel,” KG said.
Source:
http://www.
engineeringnews.co.za/article/dachstakes-over-as-gautrain-boss-as-vander-merwe-retires-2020-01-29
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Safety awareness

Health and Safety is everyone’s
responsibility
Mabila Mathebula & Zanele Nondzimba

T

he Easter weekend is upon us and
it is one of the busiest periods in
South African when it comes to travel.
This is due to the mobility of Christian
pilgrims who commemorate the death
and the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
For example, the Zion Christian Church
(ZCC) is one of the biggest African
Independent Churches on the Africa
continent that hosts a mass gathering
event of 14 million pilgrims during the
Easter weekend. These pilgrims come
from everywhere including South Africa,
Southern Africa, Great Britain, Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia and Canada. It is notable
that other denominations in South Africa
also attract pilgrims from other countries
as well during the Easter weekend. There
is still a big uncertainty in literature as to
what characterises or constitutes a mass
gathering event. Some researchers say
between 1000 and 25 000 attendees.
Although mass gathering events are
paved with good intentions, there is an
acute danger of diseases spreading
during these events. Therefore the South
African government should exercise
caution during this time thanks to the
Coronavirus; failure which, all the external
costs will be internalised, at the cost of
our fledgling health system and our weak
economic climate.
Above the mass gatherings that
take place during the Easter weekend;
it is important to note that many of our
fellow South Africans use the holiday as
an opportunity to explore other parts of
the world. The RSR encourages you to
exercise a high degree of caution when
traveling.
What you need to know about
coronavirus
What is a coronavirus?
Coronaviruses are a large family of

WHO, Health Minister. Updated: 3 March 06:00 GMT		

viruses that are known to cause illness
ranging from the common cold to more
severe diseases such as Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) and
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS).
What are signs and symptoms of
coronavirus infection?
Common signs include respiratory
symptoms, fever, cough, shortness of
breath, and breathing difficulties. In
more severe cases, infection can cause
pneumonia, severe acute respiratory
syndrome, kidney failure and even death.
Can coronaviruses be transmitted
from person to person?
Yes, some coronaviruses can be
transmitted from person to person,
usually after close contact with an infected
patient, for example, in a household

Photo:BBC News

workplace, or health care centre
Is there a treatment for a novel
coronavirus?
There is no specific treatment for
disease caused by a novel coronavirus.
However, many of the symptoms can
be treated and therefore treatment is
based on the patient’s clinical condition.
Moreover, supportive care for infected
persons can be highly effective.
What can I do to protect myself?
Regular hand washing, covering
mouth and nose when coughing and
sneezing. Safe food practices especially
when cooking meat and eggs. Avoid close
contact with anyone showing symptoms of
respiratory illness such as coughing and
sneezing. Source: https://www.who.int/
csr/disease/coronavirus_infections/
faq_dec12/en/

Lights, camera ACTION!
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Watch out TV world,
RSR is coming!

What happens behind the scenes										 Photo: File
Zanele Nondzimba

T

he RSR Media and Communications Department is embarking on developing educational, informative video clips and a TV advert
as part of its efforts to develop quality, informative organisational content and improve the RSR brand awareness. The clips and
TV advert will be themed around general commuter safety, vandalism and theft, level crossings, platform change interface and train
surfing. These media will be flighted on the RSR social media platforms, screens at railway stations, RSR offices as well as on TV.
Keep an eye on your TV screens as RSR prepares to blow you away with thought provoking content.
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Business affairs

The RSR has a new home

								 					Photos: RSR

Mabila Mathebula

A

s you may be aware, the RSR embarked on an exodus
across all its regions and head office respectively between
the October-December period. The office move was prompted by
a need to have adequate office space, allowing for a conducive
working environment. As a result of this, our telephone numbers
have also changed. Below is the new offices locations and
telephone numbers:
Head Office, Address: Building 4, Waterfall Point Office Park,
Corner Waterfall and Woodmead Drive, Waterfall City, Midrand,
1685, Telephone number: +27 10 495 5291
Central Region (Former Gauteng Region), Address: Building
2, Waterfall Point Office Park, Corner Waterfall and Woodmead
Drive, Waterfall City, Midrand, 1685, Telephone number: +27 87
284 6591
Coastal Region (Former Western Cape Region), Address:
Long Street Building, 2 Long Street 11th Floor, Cape Town, 8000,
Telephone number: +27 21 493 1718
Eastern Region (Former KZN Region), Address: Embassy
Building (22nd Floor), 199 Anton Lembede Street, Durban, 4000,
Telephone number: +27 31 492 7289

Announcements
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How the RSR can help you:
•

Assess operator’s rail operations to ensure safety.

•

Assist in ensuring that the operators have a valid safety permit.

•

Trainings to enable the understanding of the determination and any new and existing regulations.

•

Technology reviews -: to identify risk for all new projects in respect of new technology or systems.
Ensure that systems are compatible to existing infrastructure system; standardisation of technologies
in the rail space.

•

Audits and inspections -: by audits RSR highlight areas of improvement and guidance on how to go
about improving; inspection – RSR help the operator to check the condition of the asset; both contribute
to safe railway operations.

2020 SARA meetings and events
MEETING

HOST

SARA COMMITTEE MEETING

TAZARA

AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETING

SECRETARIAT

DATES
25 – 26 MARCH 2020
7 APRIL 2020

EXCO MEETINGS
EXCO

RSR

22 – 23 APRIL 2020

2020 TECHNICAL TOUR

SARA

11 – 17 MAY 2020

2020 SARA CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION

SARA

20 - 22 MAY 2020

BOARD MEETINGS
BOARD

TRANS NAMIB

18 JUNE 2020
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Talk to us

Tell us what you think of On Track News. We also welcome
suggestions for articles and contributions. Send your articles,
photographs, comments, compliments and suggestions to
Zanele Nondzimba or at comms@rsr.org.za.

Rail_Safety |

Send us your
articles
Submit articles & photographs to
Zanele Nondzimba at comms@rsr.org.za
For enquiries phone: 087-284-6664

Articles for the 17 t h edition should be
submitted no later than 22 May 2020

Railway Safety Regulator

Editorial committee
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Godwill Malete
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